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Paging Via VSE

Afew months ago, I demonstrated in this
column how to automatically send an

email alerting a systems professional when
a batch job fails. Although this may be a
great solution for shops where the systems
professional has immediate access to his
email, what happens when he is away from
his desktop? As this month’s column
demonstrates, today’s pagers have become
pretty sophisticated.

A customer recently asked me the fol-
lowing question:

Is there some way I can have VSE page
me when certain conditions arise? I have a
pager from SMARTBEEP.COM. To send
me a page, the sender can access the
SMARTBEEP.COM web site, enter my
pager number, his phone number or a short
message (for those people with alpha-
numeric displays on their pager), and then
press SUBMIT, and my pager goes off!
Right from the web!

To sum it up, what this customer needed
was a small batch program that would
simulate a web browser passing data to
the web server.

PIECE OF CAKE!

Since I had spent so much time modifying
the email client program, my mind was set
on the syntax that could be used for email.
Because of this, I created the program in
Figure 1, which uses the same type of syntax
as the email client. As you can see, the
execution parameter can provide the over-
riding SYSID. The execution parameter
also allows you to indicate if you want the
program to snap dump the incoming and
outgoing datagrams. The ability to snap
dump is especially useful in debugging.

Following are the parameters for the
batch program:

● “SET TO=” phone# — This is the
phone number of the beeper that you
want to call.

● “SET HOST=SMARTBEEP” — This
is the only host currently supported. If
you have a pager service, check to see
if they support web-access paging, and
if so, you can easily modify this
program to use your host.

● “SET TYPE=ALPHA” — The valid
parameters are “ALPHA” or “NUM”.
If “ALPHA” is used, then text needs to
be sent to the beeper. If “NUM” is
used, then a “SET FROM=” parameter
needs to be set.

● “SET FROM=” phone# — This is the
phone number you want the person to
call. This will only be used if
“TYPE=NUM”.

● “TEXT” — This indicates that you
have one to 160 characters of display
that you want sent to the pager. The
text is terminated by a “/+” to indicate
an end of data.

● “SEND” — This tells SENDBEEP to
build and send the datagram.

Since SENDBEEP is quite large, you can
download it from the NaSPA web site as
filename VSE0401.txt. To access this file,
go to www.naspa.com and click on
“Technical Support,” and then on “Coding
Examples from Articles.”

SENDBEEP is a minimal form of a batch
web browser program. In order to access a
remote web site, SENDBEEP needs to con-
vert the domain name SMARTBEEP.COM
to a valid IP address. You can do this by mak-
ing a special internal SOCKET call to convert
this value. A “SOCKET CONTROL” function
routs requests to a routine area that will
provide you with a number of inquiry ser-
vices, one of which is domain name service
(DNS) translation.

Figure 2 shows the parameter list that
you pass the internal service feature of
TCP/IP for VSE. The first 16 characters in
this parameter list are a special keyword
that tells the processor which routine to pass
control to within the TCP/IP for VSE base
system. Following “GETHOSTBYNAME”
will be the name of the host, in this case,
“SMARTBEEP.COM.” Then, you will
append SMARTBEEP.COM with an X’15’,
which is an end-of-data indicator.

When the internal routine processes the
request, if it cannot translate the name into
an IP address, it will return a non-zero code

// JOB BEEPME
// LIBDEF *,SEARCH=PRD2.TCPIP
// EXEC SENDBEEP,PARM=’SYSID=00,DEBUG=OFF’
SET HOST=SMARTBEEP
SET TYPE=ALPHA
SET TO=18475551212
SET FROM=13331234567
TEXT
Hey Bob, the payroll job just blew up!
/+
SEND
/*
/&

FIGURE 1: SAMPLE JCL
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in register 15. If it works, it will return the
hexadecimal fullword value of the IP
address in the first four bytes of the receiving
buffer. The next 15 bytes contain the IP
address in character mode. So, if the
returned address was 1.10.1.4, the internal
routine would return the following:

X’010A0104’,C’001.010.001.004’

Figure 3 demonstrates how the whole
domain name-to-IP address request works.
It is important that you understand how an
HTTP “POST” request works. You see,
“sendbeep” actually works like a web
browser. In fact, the other side has no clue
that a web browser isn’t making the
request. When a web server receives a
datagram, it checks the format, verifies
that the data is usable, and then passes it
along. The server doesn’t care if the data-
gram came from JCL or from a graphical
user interface (GUI).

Within the POST are the field names
required by the SENDBEEP.COM web site.
Each web site will be a little different, so
you will need to determine what names you
are passing. The easiest way to determine
this is to save the web page on your PC,
upload it to VSE, and then access the same
page from your VSE system. You can then
start a TCP trace on your VSE system when
you make the request. Of course, the request
will fail, but you will get to see the format
of the field information being sent.

I did this type of trace to determine the
layout and format of the fields being passed
to the web server. In the trace I noticed that
the field names changed if the pager request
was numeric or alpha, so I needed to take
that into account.

There are two types of requests that can
be passed to a web server, GET and POST
(unless you are using Secure Sockets Layer
[SSL], but that’s a whole different can of
worms!). On a GET, the HTTP header is
first passed to the server and then the data is
passed. No length information is provided.
On a POST request, the length of the data is
provided, and the data may or may not be
contained in the same datagram. For sim-
plicity’s sake, I chose to use a single datagram.
Figure 4 shows the HTTP header that I sent
in front of all of the data.

Using this same logic, you can see how
easy it can be to write a full-fledged VSE-
based web-browser program that can post
and update site information. After all, that is
what this program is doing.

GETHCMD DC   CL16’GETHOSTBYNAME’    Command for conversion          
HOST   DS   CL256                  DNS name of the host (FOIP)

FIGURE 2: GETHOSTBYNAME INPUT PARAMETERS

GETHOST SUBRT    TYPE=BEGIN                                            
LA       R1,GHSTBUFF          Point to the buffer          
ST       R1,GHSTBA           Save the pointer             
MVC      GHSTBL(4),=F’32’      Buffer length                
LA       R10,ECB              Point to the ECB             
USING    SRBLOK,R10           Map to the layout            
SOCKET   OPEN,CONTROL,DESC=DESC,ECB=(10),LOCAL=NO              
LTR      R15,R15              Did it work?                 
BNZ      GETHERR             No...error                   
WAIT     (10)                Let it complete              
CLI      SRCODE,SROPGOOD     Was the open good?           
BNE      GETHERR              No...error                   
LA      R4,HOST            Point to the name            
L        R1,HOSTLEN           Get the length               
AR       R4,R1             Skip to the end              
MVI      0(R4),X’15’         Insert EOF indicator         
SR       R5,R4                Calculate the length         
L        R4,=AL4(HLENG)       Get initial length           
AR       R4,R1                Get total length             
LA       R4,1(,R4)            Include the ending byte      
ST       R4,GHSTLEN          Here is the length           
SOCKET   SEND,CONTROL,DATA=(GETHCMDA,GHSTLEN),DESC=DESC,      *

ECB=(10)                ECB Address                  
LTR    R15,R15              Did it work?                 
BNZ    GETHERR               bif no                       

WAIT  (10)                  Let it complete              
CLI     SRCODE,SROPGOOD       Was the it good?             
BNE    GETHERR              No...error                   
SOCKET RECEIVE,CONTROL,DATA=(GHSTBA,GHSTBL),DESC=DESC,      *

ECB=(10)              ECB Address                  
LTR     R15,R15            Test the return code         
BNZ    GETHERR            Bad, then error              
WAIT   (10)                Let it complete              
CLI   SRCODE,SROPGOOD     Was the it good?             
BNE   GETHERR             No...error                   
SOCKET CLOSE,CONTROL,DESC=DESC,ECB=(10)                      
LTR    R15,R15              Test the return code         
BNZ    GETHERR             Bad, then error              
WAIT   (10)                Let it complete              
MVC    FOIP(4),GHSTBUFF     Get the FOIP value           
XR    R15,R15            Clear the return code        
B     GETHEXIT            And exit                     

*                                                                       
GETHERR WTO     ‘HTC005E  Unable to locate host’                      

LA      R15,8                Indicate a problem           
GETHEXIT SUBRT    ,                   Return to caller             
*                                                                       
GHSTLEN DS     F              Length of send buffer            
GHSTBA  DS     F            Buffer pointer                   
GHSTBUFF DS     CL32         Return FOIP and string           
GHSTBL  DS    F             Length of receive area           

DROP   R10

FIGURE 3: GETHOSTBYNAME PROCESS 

HEADING DC   C’POST /cgi-bin/sendpagen.cgi HTTP/1.1’,X’15’                     
DC   C’Accept: image/gif, image/x-xbitmap, image/jpeg, ‘               
DC   C’image/pjpeg, application/vnd.ms-powerpoint, ‘                   
DC   C’application/vnd.ms-excel, application/msword, ‘                 
DC   C’application/pdf, */*’,X’15’                                    
DC   C’Accept-Language: en-us,he;q=0.5’,X’15’                          
DC   C’Content-type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded’,X’15’          
DC   C’Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate’,X’15’                           
DC   C’User-Agent: Mozilla/4.0 (simulated via VS/ESA)’,X’15’           
DC   C’Host: ‘                                                      

IPVAL1   DC   CL15’000.000.000.000’,X’15’                                      
DC   C’Content-length: ‘                                             

CONLENG  DS   CL512

FIGURE 4: COMMON HTTP HEADER 
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The final step in this process is to send
the alphanumeric data. You cannot send
blanks and many special characters as data
to a web browser. To get around that problem,
the folks who wrote the standard on this
implemented the following logic:

● Accept “+” and convert to space.

● If you encounter a “%”, then it
indicates that the following two bytes
represent a hexadecimal number that is
an ASCII code. For example “%2e”
represents a period (“.”).

● All other data is accepted as-is.

Therefore, I needed to convert all blanks to
“+”, and all special characters to a three-
byte field. As you can imagine, this made
calculating the actual data length a bit more
complicated than if I could have just send
numeric data!

I did encounter one problem with the
initial testing. The developer of the web
page had placed a SUBMIT button there
named “&sendit”. For some reason, this
field needed to have a value of “Send Page.”
If this button was not passed as the last
field, or if the lower-case field names were
made upper-case, then the web site did not
recognize the datagram as a valid request.
This is one situation where doing a trace of
the actual request on the VSE side made
things a lot easier. Always send the data in
the same order and case that you see in the
trace because the Common Gateway
Interface (CGI) processing this request at
the other end may not be very sophisticated
and is expecting a specific kind of data.

CONCLUSION

Why not give this code a try. If you have
a pager service that has web access support,
great! If not, you may want to find a service

that does. And if you are really ambitious,
try modifying this program to update or
retrieve information on other web sites. You
can even use this program to repeatedly
“pummel” Yahoo and push your company’s
web site to the top of the list (the order of
search criteria returned is based on web
browsers clicking through Yahoo to get to
that site).

Enjoy!

NaSPA member Leo J. Langevin is a systems
programmer for Connectivity Systems, the cre-
ators of a full suite of TCP/IP for VSE products.


